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ABSTRACT
Context. The complex magnetic field on the solar surface has been shown to contain a range of sizes and distributions of magnetic
flux structures. The dynamic evolution of this magnetic carpet by photospheric flows provides a continual source of free magnetic
energy into the solar atmosphere, that can subsequently be released by magnetic reconnection.
Aims. We investigate how the distribution and number of magnetic flux sources impact the energy release and locations of heating
through magnetic reconnection driven by slow footpoint motions.
Methods. 3D MHD simulations using Lare3D are carried out, where flux-tubes are formed between positive and negative sources
placed symmetrically on the lower and upper boundaries of the domain, respectively. The flux-tubes are subjected to rotational driving
velocities on the boundaries and are forced to interact and reconnect.
Results. Initially, simple flux distributions with two and four sources are compared. In both cases, central current concentrations are
formed between the flux-tubes and Ohmic heating occurs. The reconnection and subsequent energy release is delayed in the four
source case and is shown to produce more locations of heating, but with smaller magnitudes. Increasing the values of background
field between the flux-tubes is shown to delay the onset of reconnection and increases the efficiency of heating in both the two and four
source cases. The two flux-tube cases are always more energetic than the corresponding four flux-tube case, however the addition of
the background field makes this disparity less significant. A final experiment with a larger number of smaller flux sources is considered
and the field evolution and energetics are shown to be remarkably similar to the two source case, indicating the importance of the size
and separation of the flux sources relative to the spatial scales of the velocity driver.
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1. Introduction
A long standing problem in solar physics is understanding the
energy transportation from the photosphere and subsequent dis-
sipation in the solar atmosphere, in order to account for the high
temperatures, of over a million degrees Kelvin, that are observed
in the solar corona.
The magnetic field, permeating the Sun’s atmosphere, plays
a crucial role in both the energy transportation and deposition
and a variety of heating mechanisms have been suggested to ac-
count for the energy release in the solar atmosphere. One group
of theories proposes that velocities, produced by the internal con-
vection and turbulent motions of the Sun, slowly (compared to
the Alfvén speed) advect the ‘footpoints’ of the coronal mag-
netic field on the solar surface, allowing energy to be stored in
the magnetic field as current concentrations. In a series of papers
by Parker (Parker 1972, 1979, 1994) it was proposed that the
subsequent magnetic reconnection and dissipation of many ‘cur-
rent sheets’ (tangential discontinuities) in the solar atmosphere
could lead to the observed coronal temperatures.
Parker (1972) suggested that a uniform field that is subjected
to highly complex velocity patterns at the footpoints, would lead
to the creation of these current sheets and the subsequent energy
dissipation. This is know as the theory of ‘field line braiding’ and
is also hypothesised to be associated with the localized impulsive
energy events known as ‘nanoflares’ (Parker 1988) observed in
the corona. A range of numerical simulations (e.g. Ballegooijen
1988; Galsgaard & Nordlund 1996; Longcope & Sudan 1994;
Rappazzo et al. 2007, 2008; Ng et al. 2012; Wilmot-Smith 2015)
using various velocity drivers have been carried out to examine
Parker’s theory of ‘braiding’, with an emphasis on the analysis
of the formation of current concentrations and he resulting re-
connection and energy release.
In Parker’s original model an initially uniform magnetic field
is assumed. However, high resolution observations have shown
that the magnetic field protruding from active regions on the so-
lar surface is concentrated into highly complex, intricate con-
figurations (e.g. Title & Schrijver 1998), with structures visible
down to the scale of the observational limit. Large features such
as coronal loops are therefore also considered to be made up
of multiple smaller ‘strands’ (Brooks et al. 2013; Scullion et al.
2014) that are each rooted to individual flux fragments on the so-
lar surface. This will result in the presence of many topological
features such as separatrix surfaces, that divide different regions
of connectivity within the coronal loops. The slow advection of
these magnetic field fragments was considered by Priest et al.
(2002) in the theory of ‘coronal tectonics’. Priest et al. argued
that only simple velocity motions on the photospheric footpoints
of a complex fragmented magnetic field are required to produce
current formation along these topological features.
There have been many analytical and numerical investiga-
tions (e.g. Lau & Finn 1990; Priest et al. 2003; Baumann et al.
2013; Parnell et al. 2010, 2015; Stevenson et al. 2015) exam-
ining the importance of topological features such as separators
and null points as locations for current build up and reconnec-
tion to occur. However, it has also been shown that geometri-
cal features, such as ‘quasi-separatrix layers’ (QSLs) (Priest &
Démoulin 1995; Démoulin et al. 1996a,b) where the change in
connectivity is continuous, but very large, are also locations as-
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sociated with current formation and energy release (e.g. Aulanier
et al. 2006; Janvier et al. 2015).
Numerical experiments focussing on simple shearing of pho-
tospheric flux patches, emulating the coronal tectonics model,
have found that the application of a simple shearing driver to a
field with an existing complex geometry created current concen-
trations and associated heating (Mellor et al. 2005). Extending
this idea, a series of simulations by De Moortel & Galsgaard
(2006a,b); Wilmot-Smith & De Moortel (2007) went on to ex-
amine the elementary heating events produced by the rotation
and/or spinning of two flux-tubes and found that current layer
was built up along the separatrix surface separating the two flux-
tubes. De Moortel & Galsgaard (2006b) then went on to exam-
ine the scale of velocity drivers, comparing a large scale rotation
of the magnetic flux sources compared to small scale spinning
of the individual flux-tubes, analysing the current formation and
subsequent reconnection. These simulations give support to the
coronal tectonics model as a viable method for contributing to
coronal heating. However, it has yet to be fully explored exactly
how the current formation and heating depends on the extent
of the complexity of the initial magnetic field configuration and
how the interaction of multiple magnetic loops (strands) can im-
pact the estimated energy release.
In this paper, we consider a series of simplistic flux distri-
butions from which we construct magnetic flux-tubes, which we
shall subject to the same (rotational) footpoint driving motion,
in order to compare how the size, number and distribution of
the flux sources impact the current concentrations and the sub-
sequent magnetic reconnection and energy release. The basic
model consists of two flux sources (producing two aligned flux-
tubes), the same initial configuration as in De Moortel & Gals-
gaard (2006a) and De Moortel & Galsgaard (2006b). We extend
this model to consider a four source case (producing four aligned
flux-tubes) and then go on to consider a series of cases with fur-
ther small-scale flux sources with minimal separation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the nu-
merical code, initial flux-tube set-up and the velocity driver are
described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 the dynamic evolutions and ener-
getics of the experiments are discussed and finally, in Sect. 4, a
discussion of the results and conclusions is given.
2. Set-Up and Boundary Conditions
2.1. Numerical Code
The numerical experiments are carried out using the 3D
MHD code Lare3D Arber et al. (2001). This is a Lagrangian
Remap scheme using a second order accurate predictor-corrector
method. The numerical code solves the non-ideal MHD equa-
tions given by
Dρ
Dt
= −ρ∇ · v, (1)
DB
Dt
= (B · ∇)v − B(∇ · v) − ∇ × (η∇ × B), (2)
Dv
Dt
= −1
ρ
∇P + 1
ρ
(∇ × B) × B, (3)
D
Dt
= −P
ρ
∇ · v + η
ρ
j2. (4)
where P is the pressure, ρ is the density, B is the magnetic field,
E is the electric field, j is the electric current density, v is the
velocity, t is time and  is the specific internal energy density,
given by:
 =
P
ρ(γ − 1) . (5)
In Lare3D the variable η is the resistivity defined as 1
σ
(where
σ is the conductivity), not the magnetic diffusivity. Note that
the MHD equations have been non-dimensionalised, by choos-
ing normalising values for the magnetic field B0, density ρ0 and
length L0. These normalising constants can then be used to re-
trieve the dimensional values by the following scaling relations:
v0 =
B0√
µ0ρ0
, P0 =
B02
µ0
, j0 =
B0
µ0L0
, t0 =
L0
v0
,
E0 = v0B0, T0 =
m¯v02
kB
, 0 = v0
2, η0 = µ0L0v0
where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of a vacuum (µ0 =
4pi × 10−7Hm−1 ), kB = 1.3807 × 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann
constant and m¯ is the average mass of ions in the plasma and
m¯ = mp is used, representing pure hydrogen. All the results shall
be presented in normalised units, but a normalisation given by:
B0 = 100 G, L0 = 75 Mm, ρ0 = 1.67 × 10−11 kg m−3 is used to
consider the corresponding coronal values.
The simulations are run with a localised non-ideal region,
with the resistivity given by:
η = η1e
−
(
z−0.5
rη
)2
, (6)
with rη = 0.1. The resistivity is constant in the x-y plane, with
a maximum value in the mid-plane and reduces to zero at the
footpoints, to prevent the magnetic sources from diffusing. A
comparison was also carried out with cases using a radially de-
pendent sphere of localised resistivity (as used by Pontin et al.
2005). However, with a radially dependent η, resistivity was
therefore not present to diffuse the high currents formed by the
flux-tube formation on the x and y boundaries and the subse-
quent Lorentz force on the boundaries was shown to impact the
evolutions.
The simulations are all carried out with numerical grid points
of 5122 in the x and y-direction and 256 in z. The energy conser-
vation was shown to increase with higher resolutions comparing
1283, 2563 and 5123 and was conserved to within 4% for all
cases with 5123. However a reduction in the resolution in the z-
direction (to 256 grid points) was shown to have little impact on
the results (as the majority of the small scales and currents are
created in the x−y plane) and required less numerical resources.
There is no uniform viscosity used in the simulations, but
an artificial shock viscosity is applied with a corresponding as-
sociated heating term in Equation 4, for which we refer to Ar-
ber et al. (2001) for a full description of its implementation in
Lare3D (where the shock viscosity parameters used are ν1 = 0.1
and ν2 = 0.5). Conduction, radiation and gravity are also ne-
glected, therefore the simulations are carried out with a uniform
density.
The MHD equations are solved in a Cartesian box, where the
normal derivatives of the magnetic field, energy and density are
zero on all the boundaries. On the x and y boundaries the velocity
components are also chosen to be zero, while on the z boundaries
the velocity components on the upper and lower boundaries are
given by the velocity driver, described in Sect. 2.3.
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2.2. Flux Tubes in Numerical Equilibrium
The simulations are carried out in a unit cube domain 0.0 <
x, y, z < 1.0, in normalised variables. In this paper we shall
consider different initial magnetic field configurations, which
consist of vertical flux-tubes formed between aligned positive
sources on the lower boundary and negative sources on the up-
per boundary. The distribution of the sources on the upper and
lower boundaries for a generic case of N sources is given by
Bz =
N∑
n=1
(Bmax)n e−[(x−(xs)n)
2+(y−(ys)n)2]/(rs)2n + BBg,
where (Bmax)n, and rsn defines the peak strength and radius of
source n and each are centred at (xsn, ysn). The flux-tubes are
formed by the numerical relaxation of vertical magnetic field
(Bx = By = 0.0 and Bz given by Equation 7) towards equilib-
rium, with a constant density and internal energy. Qualitatively
similar to the potential field case, this method produces flux
tubes expanding from the concentrated sources on the bound-
aries and has minimal current in the domain. The final velocities
in the domain after the relaxation were also much less than the
driving velocity we shall consider in Sect. 2.3.
We use the term ‘flux-tubes’ to refer to the flux associated
within the specified radius (rs1) of the sources, as opposed to
distinct topological features. Moreover, in the first comparison
(in Sect. 3.1) no additional field is added between the flux-tubes
on the boundaries (Bbg = 0.0) and therefore we note that these
numerical experiments are near the computational limit of pro-
ducing separators, however, we shall refer to the mapping of the
field lines on the boundary to be continuous (i.e. with a QSL
present).
2.3. Velocity Driver
The flux-tubes are subjected to a driving velocity on the upper
and lower boundaries at z = 0.0 and z = 1.0. A rotational veloc-
ity is used as in De Moortel & Galsgaard (2006a). The driver on
the lower boundary is described by:
vx = −v1 r sin(θ)
[
1 + tanh
(
A (1 − B r)
)]
,
vy = v1 r cos(θ)
[
1 + tanh
(
A (1 − B r)
)]
, (7)
where
r =
√
(x − 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2,
θ = arctan
(
y − 0.5
x − 0.5
)
. (8)
This produces a rotational driver in the anti-clockwise direction
on z = 0.0, as indicated in Fig. 2a. The velocity is zero in the
centre of the plane and increases linearly with the radius from
this point. The coefficients A and B describe the steepness and
drop off of the driver near the boundaries, respectively, and are
set as A = 16.8 and B = 2.8. The coefficient v1 determines the
magnitude of the rotation and is chosen to be v1 = 0.02. The ve-
locity profile at z = 1.0 has exactly the same magnitude and pro-
file as at z = 0.0, but in the opposite direction (clockwise). The
sources on the top and bottom boundaries are therefore counter
rotated, effectively doubling the actual twist (2θ) that the field
experiences.
Figure 1 shows the velocity profile (black) varying with x at
y = 0.5 on the lower boundary. Towards the edge of the plane the
Fig. 1: Profile of the imposed driving velocity (black) and profile
of Bz (red) and |B| (blue) for case two source case (i) at z = 0.0
and y = 0.5.
(a) z = 0.0 (b) z = 1.0
Fig. 2: The magnetic source labels at t = 0 on (a) z = 0.0 and (b)
z = 1.0. The direction of rotation is also indicated.
velocity decreases sharply to reduce shear at the x and y bound-
aries. To start the rotation smoothly, this driver is built up over
time using a tanh profile:
v = v
[
1 + tanh
( t − t1
td
)]
. (9)
This allows the velocity to increase gradually to help reduce
waves and shocks from a sudden velocity onset, where the pa-
rameters t1 and td are set as 2 and 0.5, respectively.
3. Numerical experiments
3.1. Two and four Source Comparisons
An initial comparison is carried out between cases with two
and four flux-tubes. The sources on the upper and lower bound-
aries of the domain for the four flux-tube case are centred at
(xsA, ysA) = (0.3, 0.5), (xsB, ysB) = (0.5, 0.7), (xsC , ysC) =
(0.7, 0.5), and (xsD, ysD) = (0.5, 0.3), which we shall call
sources A, B, C and D (a,b,c and d) on the lower (upper) bound-
ary for ease of reference (see Fig. 2). Only the sources A (a) and
C (c) are present in the two source case. The sources are posi-
tioned within the linear section of the velocity driver, ensuring
minimum distortion of the foot points on the boundary (as illus-
trated in Fig. 1).
The two source case uses Bmax = 1.0 and rsn = 0.065, for
both sources, and shall be referred to as case (i). We will con-
sider two cases with four sources, which both retain the same
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Fig. 3: Contour plots of |B| after relaxation at z = 0.0 (left col-
umn) and z = 0.5 (right column) for cases with (i) 2 sources (top
row), (ii) ‘weak’ 4 sources (middle row) and (iii) ‘compact’ 4
sources (bottom row).
total magnetic flux through the surfaces at z = 0.0 and z = 1.0 as
case (i). The first case uses the parameter values Bmax = 0.5 and
rsn = 0.065. The radius of the sources remains the same as in the
two source case, but the peak magnitude (Bmax) is halved. The
second case retains the same peak magnitude but the radius is re-
duced by a factor of
√
2, where Bmax = 1.0 and rsn = 0.065/
√
2.
This enables us to compare the original two source case with
four ‘weaker’ sources of the same size (case ii) as well as with
four more ‘compact’ sources (case iii). This initial comparison is
carried out without a background field (BBg = 0). The resulting
magnetic field strength on the lower boundary for the three cases
is displayed in the contours in the left column of Fig. 3.
Using these boundary conditions the flux-tubes are created
in the three cases using the numerical relaxation described in
Sect. 2.2. Due to the rapid expansion of the magnetic field from
the sources on the boundaries, the magnetic field strength in the
mid-plane is fairly uniform in all three cases with a peak magni-
tude in the centre of the plane of ≈ 0.033 and is displayed in the
right column of Fig. 3. In the cases with four sources, the field
strength formed in the mid-plane is slightly more spread out in
the y-direction, due to the location of the additional two sources.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
Fig. 4: A selection of field lines traced from z = 0.0 for cases (i)
2 sources, (ii) 4 sources (weak) and (iii) 4 sources (compact).
The general form of the magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4 by a se-
lection of field lines traced from the sources on the lower bound-
ary. The field lines appear straighter in the four source case, as
the field does not expand as far as in the two source case.
In cases (ii) and (iii) the presence of four flux sources means
that there are four regions of connectivity present to begin with
(namely Aa, Bb,Cc and Dd), compared to two (Aa and Cc) in
case (i), where each of these connectivity regions are separated
by QSLs.
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(i) (ii) (iii)
Fig. 5: The arrows show the projected Lorentz force in the plane over-plotted on contours of the magnitude of the current density
in the mid-plane 0.25 < x, y < 0.75 at t = 50 for case (i) 2 sources, and at t = 60 for cases (ii) 4 weak sources and (iii) 4 compact
sources.
(i) (ii) (iii)
Fig. 6: A selection of field lines traced from source C on z = 0 at t = 60 for cases (i) 2 sources, (ii) 4 weak sources and (iii) 4
compact sources, coloured according to their connectivity. Over-plotted are the isosurfaces of the current density of magnitude 2.5
within the central box (0.1 < x, y, z < 0.9) in the domain.
3.1.1. Forces, Current and Reconnection
The rotational velocity driver advects the field lines forcing them
to become curved and create a helical structure in all the cases,
irrespective of the flux distribution on the boundaries. Due to
the counter rotation applied on opposite boundaries, the field
lines will continue to intersect the mid-plane in approximately
the same locations, but with an increasing horizontal field com-
ponent as the field becomes more twisted. The curvature of the
magnetic field gives rise to a magnetic tension force that con-
tributes to the overall Lorentz force, shown in the mid-plane in
Fig. 5, for the three cases. For case (i), with two sources, the field
is divided into two regions of connectivity, separated by a QSL
that is initially located along the line x = 0.5. The Lorentz force
in the mid-plane acts towards this central line as the curved field
lines create a tension force towards the centre of the x − y plane,
shown by the projected black arrows in the mid-plane in Fig. 5i.
This induces a stagnation point flow that acts to carry oppositely
connected magnetic field lines towards each other in the centre
of the plane, allowing current to build up, shown by the orange
contour. The curvature of the field lines similarly creates an in-
wards Lorentz force at all heights in the domain, producing a
twisted current layer visible in Fig. 6i for case (i). This results
in an increase in the magnetic field strength in the centre of the
plane and a (small) outwards magnetic pressure force is also cre-
ated in response.
In the four flux-tube cases, the curved field lines also create
an inwards Lorentz force shown in Figs. 5ii and 5iii. However,
unlike in case (i), the horizontal component of the Lorentz force,
shown in the mid-plane, is now acting towards the centre with
an equal magnitude from the x and y-direction. This is due to the
initial magnetic field distribution being rotationally symmetric in
the x − y plane (shown in Fig. 3), and the initial four regions of
different connectivity present, approximately divided by QSLs
along the lines y = x and y = −x. The Lorentz force acts to move
the field lines towards the centre of the plane, but also towards
these diagonal lines, thereby creating the current formation in
Figs. 5ii and 5iii (orange contour). The current density therefore
appears to form an ‘X’ in the mid-plane, with four wings of cur-
rent extending to the corners of the mid-plane. The isosurface of
current density at the same time is shown in Figs. 6ii and 6iii
for cases (ii) and (iii), and shows the same configuration twisted
with height in the domain.
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Fig. 7: Maximum magnitude of current density in 0.4 < x, y, z <
0.6 for cases (i) 2 sources, (ii) 4 weak sources and (iii) 4 compact
sources shown in pink, blue, and black, respectively.
The current and forces are shown to be generally similar be-
tween cases (ii) and (iii). When the sources are in the same lo-
cations, their size and strength therefore have little observable
effect on the creation of the initial forces. We note that, in order
to visually compare the Lorentz force and current isosurfaces
between the cases, the plots in Figs. 5 and 6 were ten time units
earlier for case (i) compared to cases (ii) and (iii) (at t = 50 and
t = 60, respectively). This is due to the different time-scales on
which the forces in the various simulations evolve.
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the maximum current density
(within a central subsection of the domain, 0.4 < x, y, z < 0.6,
to exclude the high boundary currents at the footpoints) for the
three cases. The maximum current for case (i) (pink) begins to
increase earlier and faster than for cases (ii) and (iii), shown in
blue and black, respectively. It reaches a maximum value of ≈ 24
in normalised units at t = 61, which is almost 50% greater than
the peak value that is reached by the four source cases (ii) and
(iii). The maximum current for the cases with four sources be-
haves very similarly to each other and both reach a similar max-
imum of ≈ 12 at t = 71, ten time units later than the maximum
of case (i).
As the current density values in the domain increase, diffu-
sion becomes important and the magnetic field is able to evolve
non-ideally and change connectivity. As the magnetic flux on the
boundaries is concentrated into the isolated flux sources, the evo-
lution of the magnetic field connectivity is considered by tracing
a few thousand field lines from within each of these sources on
the lower boundary, and depending on where they are traced to
above, assigning them to a source on the upper boundary. If the
field line is traced within 2rsn of a source centre on the upper
boundary, then it is said to be associated to that source (in a sim-
ilar method to that used by De Moortel & Galsgaard 2006a).
The percentage of flux that has its original connectivity (i.e. a
field line from source A to a etc.) and the percentage that has
changed connectivity is calculated for each of the sources and
then an average is taken over all the sources on the base.
The average percentage of flux that remains at its original
connection is shown by a dashed line in Fig. 8 for each of the
three cases. Initially, 100% of the flux is associated with its orig-
inal connectivity, but as the current increases, this begins to de-
crease for all three cases. The percentage of flux associated with
a different source (i.e not its original connection) is also plotted
Fig. 8: Total percentage of flux connected to sources other than
the original source on upper boundary (solid line) and percentage
of flux connected to original source (dashed line) for cases (i),
(ii) and (iii) shown in pink, blue, and black, respectively.
(solid line) in pink, blue and black for cases (i), (ii) and (iii),
respectively. In these simulations, the absence of any additional
background field means that all of the flux is assigned to one of
the sources and these values therefore total to 100%.
We note that even through the field is line-tied at the bound-
aries, due to some numerical slippage taking place, it is not ex-
actly the same field lines that are being considered at each time
step. Instead we describe the proportion of field lines with each
connectivity at each time. In addition, the percentage of flux con-
nected to a different source (in Fig. 8) does not necessarily equal
the reconnection rate, as the field lines can ‘slip’ while being as-
signed to the same source. However, it can provide a comparison
between the cases and a general indication of the evolution and
timing of the change in connectivity in the simulations.
Similarly to the current evolution, there appears to be two
stages in the field line connectivity evolution: a gradual increase
followed by a sharp increase after t ≈ 50 and t ≈ 60 for the two
and four source cases, respectively. At these times the magnetic
Fig. 9: Contours of the magnitude of the current density in the
mid-plane 0.25 < x, y < 0.75 at t = 60 for case (i) with 2 sources.
The arrows show the projected velocity in the plane.
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(a) t = 65 (b) t = 70
Fig. 10: Contours of the magnitude of the current density in the mid-plane 0.25 < x, y < 0.75 at (a) t = 65 and (b) t = 70 for case
(ii) with 4 weak sources. The arrows show the projected velocity in the plane.
pressure force begins to change direction to act inwards locally
around the current layers. This is due to the magnetic field that
builds up in the centre of the domain beginning to reconnect and
hence the field strength along the current layers reduces. The gra-
dient in B2 creates the inwards magnetic pressure force around
the current layer, while further away from the central current
layer the magnetic pressure continues to act outwards.
In Fig. 8, the maximum percentage of flux which has
changed connectivity in case (i) is 90% and occurs at t = 73,
after which the field lines begin to change back to their original
connectivity. In the simulations with four sources the percent-
age of flux changing connectivity behave very similarly to each
other, and as with the current evolution, increase later than in
the two source case. Cases (ii) and (iii) reach similar peak val-
ues of flux reconnected of 42% and 45% by t = 70 and t = 71,
respectively. However, unlike in the two source cases, there are
now three possible sources to connect to (other than the original).
The percentage of flux at a different connectivity (solid lines in
Fig. 8) does not show when field lines that have already changed
connectivity undergo multiple reconnection events. In fact, a de-
tailed analysis of the field line connectivity in these cases show
multiple reconnections do occur, as suggested by Parnell et al.
(2011). The percentages in Fig. 8 are therefore a minimum esti-
mate only. Despite this, we can see in cases (ii) and (iii), a larger
percentage of the flux remains at it original connection for the
duration of the simulations.
The change in connectivity of the field lines results in large
outflow velocities from the end of the current layers. White ar-
rows showing the projected horizontal velocity components in
the central region (0.25 < x, y < 0.75) in the mid-plane are
displayed in Fig. 9 for case (i) at t = 60. These show large ve-
locities from the narrow current layer along x = 0.5, where the
maximum velocity is ≈ 0.27vAmax, where vAmax is the maximum
Alfvén velocity in the mid-plane (at t = 62.5), an indication of
reconnection occurring. We note, that the magnetic field is 3D
and reconnection is not confined to the mid-plane, but use the
current contours and velocities in the mid-plane to illustrate the
differences between the cases.
Similarly, in case (ii), large outflow velocities are seen from
the current ‘wings’ shown in Fig. 10a at t = 65 and very similar
behaviour is observed for case (iii) (not shown). Later in cases
(ii) and (iii), the current contours in Fig. 10b show the ‘X’ cur-
rent formation to fragment and then (in addition to the outwards
velocity towards the edge of the domain) there are inwards ve-
locity outflows of reconnected field lines towards the centre of
the mid-plane. This leads to further current being build up in the
centre of the domain. The maximum velocity (in the mid-plane)
for cases (ii) and (iii) are 0.05vAmax and 0.04vAmax, respectively,
and occurs at t ≈ 74, after this fragmentation of the ‘X’ current
formation. This is much smaller than in case (i) and suggests the
reconnection is weaker.
The location of the sources in the two flux-tube case appears
highly idealised to produce the concentrated single current layer
in the centre of the domain. In comparison, in the four source
case, as they are evenly distributed around the centre of rotation,
the flux-tubes first create a shear between the neighbouring flux-
tubes, which due to the relative angles of the magnetic field lines
will always be less than that induced in the two source case and
produces reduced current values and results in a smaller percent-
age of flux changing connectivity.
3.1.2. Energetics
The energy evolution is shown by the volume integrated energy
densities in Fig. 11 for the cases with two, four weak and four
compact sources, displayed in pink, blue and black, respectively
and can be described as follows: when the driving velocity acts
on the field, the field lines are advected and the magnetic field
becomes twisted, gradually increasing the magnetic energy in
the domain (see Fig. 11c). Due to the twisted field lines and in-
duced Lorentz force, locations of high current values are created
and diffusion becomes important allowing the field lines to re-
connect, enabling the built up magnetic energy to be converted
into internal energy. As energy is continually added to the do-
main, the magnetic energy continues to increase, but at a slower
rate as the magnetic energy is also being converted into internal
energy and kinetic energy. A sudden increase in kinetic energy
occurs from the outflow of the reconnected field lines, shown at
different times for the three cases in Fig. 11a.
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The magnetic energy in Fig. 11c is the dominating contribu-
tion to the total energy evolution. The initial volume integrated
magnetic energy density differs between the three cases on the
order of 10−4, approximately a 30% variation, due to the con-
struction of the initial flux-tubes. Initially, the magnetic energy
increases similarly for the three cases as we would expect, un-
til after t ≈ 50 when the magnetic energy does not increase as
quickly for case (i) (pink). At this time there is sharp increase of
the internal energy for the two source case (pink) in Fig. 11b, as
the magnetic energy is converted to internal energy, faster than in
cases (ii) and (iii). This results in a total increase in the internal
energy of 56% for case (i) compared to 42% for cases (ii) and
(iii).
For case (i), there is also a larger increase in the kinetic en-
ergy at t = 50, tripling the value in 10 time units. This timing
coincides with the increase in the percentage of flux changing
connectivity, between t = 50 and t = 60 shown in Fig 8, indi-
cating the kinetic energy spike occurs due to the fast outflow of
reconnected field lines. In comparison, for cases (ii) and (iii), the
rise in kinetic energy occurs later, at approximately t = 60. The
kinetic energy also reaches a smaller maximum, of 25% of the
peak kinetic energy recorded in case (i). The later increase in the
kinetic energy for the four source cases corresponds to the de-
lay in the increase of the maximum current (and the reconnected
field lines) compared to the two source case.
The total energy being injected into the system over time is
given by the Poynting flux:
−
∫
S
E × B · dS, (10)
calculated on the upper and lower boundaries of the domain, as
there is no vertical velocity through the z boundaries and the side
boundaries of the domain are closed.
The evolution of the Poynting flux (crosses) is shown in
Figs. 12i and 12ii for cases (i) and (ii), respectively. Case (iii)
is not shown as it is the same as for case (ii). Initially the Poynt-
ing flux increases very similarly for all three cases, as we would
expect, as the three cases have the same total surface magnetic
flux and driving velocity. However, as the simulations continue
and the magnetic field evolves and reconnects at different times,
the subsequent evolution of the Poynting flux varies between the
cases.
The Poynting flux into the domain can be divided into the
three integrated volume contributions: the rate of change of the
magnetic energy, the Ohmic (Joule) dissipation and the work
done by the Lorentz force. The evolution of each of these terms
is plotted in Fig. 12. Initially, for all three simulations, the bulk of
the Poynting flux injected into the domain is seen as the change
in the magnetic energy (solid line) as the field becomes highly
twisted. As the magnitude of the current density gradually in-
creases in the domain, as seen in Fig. 7, the Joule dissipation
(dashed line) builds up slowly in all cases.
The different current density evolutions in the three cases,
produce different evolutions in the Joule dissipation. When the
magnitude of the current density increases sharply, which occurs
first in case (i) at t = 50, we see a corresponding faster rise in
the Joule dissipation in Fig. 12i. Approximately 10 time units
later, the Joule dissipation increases in Figs. 12ii for cases (ii)
and (iii) (not shown). The Joule dissipation has a maximum value
of 1.8×10−5 at t = 65 in case (i) compared to a peak of 1.5×10−5,
but at a later time of t = 71, for cases (ii) and (iii).
When the sharp increase in the Joule dissipation occurs, the
rate of change of the magnetic energy begins to decrease in all
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 11: (a) Kinetic, (b) internal, and (c) magnetic volume inte-
grated energies for cases (i), (ii) and (iii) shown in pink, blue,
and black respectively.
the cases, as the magnetic energy is converted through recon-
nection into kinetic and internal energy. The rate of change in
magnetic energy reduces by approximately 5 × 10−6 (7%) for
both cases (ii) and (iii), before beginning to increase again. In
other words, the magnetic energy injected into the system by the
continuous driving velocity must be greater than the magnetic
energy released through diffusion and reconnection. There is a
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(i)
(ii)
Fig. 12: The Poynting flux (crosses) with time, for cases (i) 2
sources and (ii) 4 weak sources. The solid line shows the rate
of change of magnetic energy, the dotted line work done by the
Lorentz force and the dashed line represents the Joule dissipa-
tion.
three times larger decrease in the rate of change in magnetic en-
ergy for case (i), of 1.7 × 10−5 (26%). In case (i), after t = 56
we are unable to fully resolve the current layer and this causes a
small loss of energy conservation of approximately 4% of the to-
tal Poynting Flux. This loss of energy conservation implies that
the change in magnetic energy is reduced through numerical dif-
fusion without the corresponding increase in the Joule dissipa-
tion or work done by the Lorentz force. The value of the Joule
dissipation in Fig. 12i can therefore be considered as a lower
bound for the two source case.
In these experiments, the Joule dissipation never becomes
larger than the rate of change in magnetic energy. In other words,
there is always more energy being injected through the bound-
ary driving than being dissipated. This is in contrast to the ex-
periments carried out by De Moortel & Galsgaard (2006a) and
Wilmot-Smith & De Moortel (2007), where, for a similar two
flux-tube experiment, the dissipation exceeded the injected mag-
netic energy due to the fast reconnection occurring. However, the
Joule dissipation and reconnection are strongly dependent on the
resistivity used in the simulations.
Due to the reconnection taking place earlier in case (i), com-
pared to cases (ii) and (iii), the magnetic field rearrangement
from reconnection results in less Poynting flux being injected
into the domain at later times. This is visible in Fig. 12, where,
by the end of the experiment, the Poynting flux entering the do-
main is approximately 7.2 × 10−5 for case (i), which is 20% less
than the Poynting flux entering the domain at t = 75 for cases
(ii) and (iii).
It is, therefore, useful to consider the components as a per-
centage of the integrated Poynting flux over time (see Fig. 13a).
For case (i), in pink, by the end of the simulation 10% of the
Poynting flux has gone into Joule dissipation (dashed line). How-
ever, as discussed, this can be considered a minimum estimate.
A slightly smaller value (≈ 6%), of the Poynting flux goes into
Joule dissipation for both of the four source cases. This suggests
that the two source case is more efficient at Ohmic heating, as
we would assume from the higher current values. However, the
three cases are generally rather inefficient at converting energy
into heating, and the majority of the energy remains in the mag-
netic field, but these values are highly dependent on the value
and form of resistivity used.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13: (a) The integrated time and volume contributions of rate
of the change of magnetic energy (solid), the work done by the
Lorentz force (dotted) and the Joule dissipation (dashed) as a
percentage of the integrated Poynting flux and (b) the integrated
Ohmic (dashed) and viscous (solid) heating, for cases (i), (ii) and
(iii) shown in pink, blue, and black, respectively.
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(i) (ii) (iii)
Fig. 14: Contours of
√
η j2 in the mid-plane between 0.25 < x, y < 0.75 (top row) and at y = 0.5 with 0.25 < x, z < 0.75 (bottom
row),for case (i) at t = 60 and for cases (ii) and (iii) at t = 70.
3.1.3. Distribution and Magnitude of Heating
In addition to Ohmic heating (Joule dissipation), the shock vis-
cosity present in our simulations leads to viscous heating. Fig-
ure 13b shows the evolution of the volume and time integrated
Ohmic heating (dashed) and viscous heating (solid). In all three
cases the Ohmic heating is the larger contribution to the total
heating. The Ohmic heating also begins to increase before the
viscous heating in all three cases, initially increasing gradually
and then more rapidly, reflecting the evolution of the maximum
current value in Fig. 7. Similarly, the viscous heating appears to
evolve in two distinct stages: an initial slow increase followed by
a sudden larger increase, due to the large kinetic energies associ-
ated with reconnection outflows previously discussed and shown
in Fig 11a. As with the energy and current density evolutions, the
increase in the viscous heating appears to occur 10 time units
later for the cases with four sources (blue and black). By the end
of the simulations, the total viscous heating for the two source
case is 28% larger than both the four source cases, which are
practically identical.
At the time of the most intense Ohmic heating (at t = 60
for case (i) and t = 70 for cases (ii) and (iii)), contours of the
square root of the Ohmic heating,
√
η j2, are displayed in Fig.
14 in the mid-plane (top row) and in the vertical plane y = 0.5
(bottom row). The contours indicate how the Ohmic heating is
distributed within the volume.
In the two source case (i), the Ohmic heating is concentrated
along the line x = 0.5 in the mid-plane, where the current layer
is formed. In the plane y = 0.5 the heating is similarly confined
to the centre of the domain, with the greatest heating occurring
towards the mid-plane. However this may be a numeric artefact,
due to the resistivity maximum occurring in the mid-plane. In
comparison, in the cases (ii) and (iii), with four flux-tubes, the
Ohmic heating is more spread within the volume, reflecting the
larger number of locations with current built up. However, al-
though occurring over a larger area the values of Ohmic heating
in Fig. 14 for cases (ii) and (iii) are much smaller than for case
(i), reflecting the lower current values.
The resultant proportional increase in temperature ((T −
T0)/T0) from the initial temperature at the start of the simula-
tions (T0) is displayed in Fig. 15 in the mid-plane (top row) and
at y = 0.5 (bottom row) for cases (i), (ii) and (iii) at the same
times as shown in Fig. 14. Generally, the temperature increase
remains fairly localised towards the central column of the do-
main, as with the Ohmic heating, with the peak values occurring
around the mid-plane. This is as expected as conduction and ra-
diation are not included in the simulations and therefore the tem-
perature increases will be very localised in z and the values will
also be higher (than if conduction and radiation were included).
The locations where Ohmic heating is observed clearly show
a temperature increase, but the locations of the viscous heating
can also be inferred from Fig. 15. Broader more diffuse areas of
heating are visible (in light blue) at the end of the current layers,
where the reconnection outflows occur and form shocks. Due to
the larger number of QSLs in cases (ii) and (iii), there are more
locations of reconnection outflows and therefore more locations
of viscous heating in Figures 15ii and 15iii.
The largest temperature increase occurs in case (i), in a very
small, barely visible region in Fig. 15. Despite the very similar
dynamical evolution of the four source cases, Fig. 15 also shows
a significantly larger temperature increase in the centre of the
domain for case (iii) compared to case (ii). This is due to the re-
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(i) (ii) (iii)
Fig. 15: Contours of (T − T0)/T0 in the mid-plane (top row) and at y = 0.5 (bottom row) for case (i) at t = 60 and for cases (ii) and
(iii) at t = 70.
duction in density at the centre of the domain from the plasma
outflows and therefore a small difference in the amount of heat-
ing produces are large variation in the temperature produced.
The maximum increase in the temperatures (as a proportion
of the initial temperature T0) occurring at the centre of the do-
main is 30.5 (at t = 60), 19.1 and 24.4 (at t = 70) for cases (i), (ii)
and (iii). Using the normalisation value of T0 = 5.76×108 K, the
illustrative maximum values of temperature are about 6.0 × 107
K, 3.8× 107 K and 4.8× 107 K for cases (i), (ii) and (iii), respec-
tively, compared to an initial temperature of 1.9 × 106 K.
These are generally high temperatures, as conduction and
radiation effects are not included, and the values are therefore
overestimates of the expected increase in temperature from the
dissipation described. However, these values are similar to those
found by simulations by Bowness et al. (2013) (also without con-
duction and radiation) when examining the heating produced due
to reconnection from shearing a uniform field.
3.2. Two and four Source Comparisons Including a
Background Field
On the solar surface, flux is not distributed as isolated features
but as part of a continuous magnetic flux carpet, therefore we
now consider the impact of including a background field (BBg)
in the experiments. As the two cases with four flux-tubes had
very similar behaviour in the previous comparison, we shall only
consider the case with 4 weak sources (with rsn = 0.065 and
Bmaxn = 0.5) and compare it to the 2 source case (Bmaxn = 1.0
and rsn = 0.065). Background field values of BBg = 0.01 and
BBg = 0.05 are considered and the prescribed Bz (given by Eq. 7)
on lower boundary is shown in Fig. 16a at y = 0.5, for two (or-
ange) and four (green) flux-tube cases with BBg = 0.01 (solid)
and BBg = 0.05 (dashed).
The introduction of a background field makes the field lines
traced from the sources appear more compact (see Fig. 17) and
the strength of the magnetic field in the domain is increased (as
shown by the distribution of Bz in the mid-plane in Fig. 16b).
The plasma beta value in the domain is therefore reduced, as the
density and plasma pressure remain uniform as in the previous
comparison.
The same rotational velocity driver is applied to the foot-
points of the flux-tubes, but an increased maximum resistivity
value of η1 = 10−3 is used in Eq. 6 and therefore the correspond-
ing evolution of the two (pink) and four (blue) source cases with-
out background field and with this increased resistivity are pre-
sented for comparison. The higher resistivity is used in this com-
parison as the addition of a background field delays the change
in connectivity and for η1 = 10−4 the four source case shows in-
dications of becoming kink unstable after a large rotation (large
θ).
Before continuing with the background field comparison, we
first note that increasing the resistivity does not change the qual-
itative behaviour of the evolutions, but does impact the time-
scales and values produced. Although it is not the aim of this
paper to investigate the impact of the resistivity on these experi-
ments, we highlight to the reader some general consequences of
increasing the resistivity for the simulations with BBg = 0. These
include: reduced maximum current and broader current layers;
the field line connectivity changing at earlier times (earlier θ), a
greater amount (and efficiency) of Ohmic heating and therefore
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 16: Bz at y = 0.5 (a) on the lower boundary and (b) in the
mid-plane for non-background field cases with 2 (pink) and 4
sources (blue) and for cases with BBg = 0.01 (solid) and BBg =
0.05 (dashed) for two and four sources displayed in orange and
green, respectively.
higher temperatures produced; and (due to the higher tempera-
tures and subsequent gas pressure force) the current layer in the
two source cases fragmenting towards the end of the simulations.
The addition of a background field was considered by De
Moortel & Galsgaard (2006a) for a two flux-tube configuration
undergoing rotation. Their results found that the introduction
of an additional background flux between the sources on the
boundary delayed the flux associated with the sources chang-
ing connectivity and produced larger current values and more
efficient Joule dissipation. The same qualitative trends are found
in our experiments, but we consider whether the impact of the
background field is more, less or the same, for a different (four
source) flux distribution.
For the cases with background field, the same qualitative de-
scription given in Sect. 3.1 of the field evolution and subsequent
forces and energetics applies. The current density distributions
are therefore also very similar to that shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for
the non-background field cases, but the current increases at ear-
lier times due to the increased resistivity. The gradual increase
in current, that occurs in all the cases, is shown to increase faster
for larger values of background field (see Fig. 18) and the subse-
quent sharp increase in the current is also steeper.
The inset graph in Fig. 18 shows the initial evolution of
max(|j|) until the first maxima of each case. Until this time, the
two and four source cases follow the same pattern described in
the previous comparison, where the increase in current occurs
earlier and reaches higher values for the two source case. How-
ever, after these initial maxima, it is the four source case with
BBg = 0.05 (green, dashed line) that is shown to reach the highest
values of current density, unlike for the smaller values of back-
ground field. In comparison. the two source case with BBg = 0.05
(yellow, dashed) does not continue to increase at the rate it does
before t = 50. Examination of the current in the domain, shows
that at this time the single current layer of the two source case
with BBg = 0.05 begins to break up into separate parts, shown in
the contour of |j| in Fig. 19a. This occurs due to the initial high
current formed in the centre of the current layer producing a lo-
calised extremely large temperature increase, which creates an
outward pressure force acting against the inwards Lorentz force
in the x-direction at y = 0.5. The current values reached in the
simulation therefore do not increase as we would expect if the
current were continually able to built up towards the centre of
the domain. Instead, the inwards Lorentz force is diverted and
forms two current maxima around the centre of the x − y plane.
This current layer breakup occurs at all heights in the domain,
as shown by the current isosurface in Fig. 19b. The current layer
fragmentation also occurs in the two source case with BBg = 0.01
(a) BBg = 0.05
(b) BBg = 0.05
Fig. 17: A selection of field lines traced after relaxation from
z = 0.0 for cases (a) 2 sources, (b) 4 sources with BBg = 0.05.
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Fig. 18: Maximum magnitude of the current density in 0.4 <
x, y, z < 0.6 for non-background field cases with 2 (pink) and 4
sources (blue) and for cases with BBg = 0.01 (solid) and BBg =
0.05 (dashed) for two and four sources displayed in orange and
green, respectively.
and BBg = 0.0, but not until after the time shown (t > 60), as in
these cases the high temperatures occur later.
The percentage of flux (traced from the sources on z = 0)
that has changed connectivity to a different source on the upper
boundary (as discussed for Fig. 8) is plotted in Fig. 20a. For
non-zero background field values, Fig. 20a shows that there is a
delay in the flux associated with sources (on the base) changing
connectivity to another source. This delay also increases with
the strength of the background field. In particular the two source
case with BBg = 0.05 (yellow, dashed line) does not have any
flux associated with a different source until t = 38, a delay of
22 time units from the case with BBg = 0 (pink). In contrast,
the four source case with BBg = 0.05 (green, dashed line) has a
comparatively short delay, of only 10 time units.
However, the connectivity diagnostic in Fig. 20a does not
account for the flux that is changing connectivity but not asso-
ciated with another source on the upper boundary. The addition
of a background flux means that the field lines associated with
sources are able to reconnect continuously across the upper and
lower boundaries and therefore large proportions of the flux may
be connected to the background field. Figure 20b displays the
percentage of flux (traced from the lower boundary sources) that
is connected to its original source on the upper boundary, and
shows the gradual reduction as the field lines reconnect to both
the other sources and the background field. There is also a de-
lay in the flux changing connectivity from its original source for
cases with a background field, seen in Fig. 20b, however this is
only of the order of ≈ 5 time units, although it is again slightly
greater in the two source case. This delay is due to confining ef-
fect of the background field. The flux associated with the back-
ground field needs to first reconnect to be removed and allow the
flux-tubes to interact.
In the cases without background field (pink and blue) the
combined flux percentages in Figs. 20a and 20b account for ap-
proximately 100% of the flux from the sources. In contrast, in
the cases with background field, where it is easier for the flux to
be connected elsewhere on the boundary, there is a percentage
of flux that is no longer associated to a source on the boundary
(unassigned), but has therefore changed its connectivity. This is
particularly evident in the two flux tube case with BBg = 0.05
(orange, dashed line). In the four source cases less flux is con-
sidered to be unassigned, however, this may simply be due to the
fact that a larger proportion of the boundary is considered to be
a ‘source’ compared to the two source cases.
Despite the delay in the flux associated with the sources
changing connectivity, once it has begun, the change in connec-
tivity occurs more rapidly for cases with larger background field
values, shown by the increasing gradients in Fig. 20b. This re-
sults in 100% of the flux from the sources on the base reconnect-
ing in cases with background field, as shown by the reduction of
the green and yellow lines to 0 in Fig. 20b. In comparison, in the
two and four source cases without background field (pink and
blue) some flux always remains connected to its original source.
The increased rate of change in connectivity is particularly evi-
dent in the four source case with BBg = 0.05 (green, dashed line),
reaching a minimum in Fig. 20b before all the other cases. There
is a large contrast between the steep change in connectivity of
this four source case with BBg = 0.05 and the four source case
with no background field. In comparison, the increased rate of
connectivity is less evident for the two source case, where the
change in connectivity for BBg = 0 was already very fast.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 19: (a) Contour and (b) isosurface of magnitude 2.0, of the
current density for the two flux tube case with BBg = 0.05 at
t = 50.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 20: Total percentage of flux (a) connected to sources other than the original source on upper boundary and (b) connected to
original source, for non-background field cases with two (pink) and four sources (blue) and for cases with BBg = 0.01 (solid) and
BBg = 0.05 (dashed) for two and four sources displayed in orange and green, respectively.
Due to the increased magnetic field on the boundaries, a
larger amount of energy is entering the domain for each of the
cases with a background field. We therefore consider the time
and volume integrated Ohmic dissipation as a percentage of
the integrated Poynting flux (see Fig. 21), to compare the effi-
ciency of the heating between the cases. Similar to the findings
of De Moortel & Galsgaard (2006a), the higher current values
and faster change in connectivity associated with the cases with
background field, produces greater efficiency of Ohmic heating.
For all values of background field, the two and the four source
cases behave similarly to begin with and then the four source
cases begin to show a larger increase in the Ohmic heating than
the two source counterpart. The percentages of Ohmic heating at
t = 60 (or θ = 4.5 rad) are 20%, 26% and 37% for the two source
cases with increasing background field values (of Bbg = 0, 0.01,
Fig. 21: The volume and time integrated Ohmic dissipation,
shown as a percentage of the time integrated Poynting flux, for
non-background field cases with two (pink) and four sources
(blue) and for cases with BBg = 0.01 (solid) and BBg = 0.05
(dashed) for two and four sources displayed in orange and green,
respectively.
0.05, respectively), compared to 17.5%, 25% and 36.5% for the
four source cases. These values illustrate that the introduction of
a background field appears to make the heating produced by the
two and four source cases more comparable.
3.3. Small-Scale Sources
In this section a final comparison to consider the impact of the
number of magnetic sources (and their locations) is presented.
The original two source case is extended, by fragmenting one of
the sources into 6 smaller sources of various radii. These frag-
mented sources are all centred around the same location, namely
(x, y) = (0, 7, 0.5). The fragmented source distributions are also
described by a summation of Gaussians (see Eq. 7) on the up-
per and lower boundary. Three cases are considered with in-
creasingly spread sources, as shown on the lower boundary in
Figs. 22b, 22c and 22d, which shall be referred to as cases (b),
(c) and (d). For these cases we use BBg = 0.01 and compare
them to the two source case with BBg = 0.01 introduced in the
previous section (see Fig. 22a), which we shall refer to as case
(a).
The flux-tubes are formed from this vertical flux distribution
as described in Sect. 2.2 and displayed for cases (a) and (d) in
Fig. 23. The resultant field strength in the mid-plane, shown in
Fig. 24, is very similar for all the cases, as the magnetic field ex-
pands from the boundary to form a fairly uniform magnetic field
in the mid-plane. It is only in the case with the largest spread
of fragmented sources that the field strength appears slightly al-
tered, with the maximum occurring off the centre of the plane.
This asymmetry is introduced due to a slight imbalance in the
amount of flux either side of the line y = 0.5, as, in this case, the
flux sources are spread over the widest area.
These initial magnetic field configurations are evolved us-
ing the same velocity driver and with the resistivity value of
η1 = 10−3, as used in the background field comparisons. The ve-
locity driver acts to twist the magnetic field and the evolution of
the maximum current with time for the fragmented cases (shown
green, blue and black for cases (b), (c) and (d)) increases gradu-
ally at first and then more steeply, with a very similar evolution
for the two source case (a), shown in pink in Fig. 25. At t ≈ 52
the | jmax| forms an initial maximum and there is minimal differ-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 22: Contour plots of |B| after relaxation at z = 0.0 for cases
(a) to (d) (see text).
ence between the cases, with the highest value of 4.8 (recorded in
section 0.4 < x, y, z < 0.6) occurring for the largest spread frag-
ments (black) and the smallest at this time for the least spread
fragments (green) of 4.4.
The distribution of the current is shown in the mid-plane for
the cases (just before the initial maxima) at t = 50 in Fig. 26. The
high current is formed along the line y = 0.5 in the mid-plane
and extends with height in the form of a twisted current sheet
for all the cases, as described in detail for the two source case
in Sect. 3.1. In contrast to the change in the current formation
produced by the two and four source comparison, the current
concentrations are almost identical between the cases with the
fragmented sources and the two source case. The one exception
is the slightly warped current layer that is formed in the case
with the largest spread of flux fragments in Fig. 26d. This is due
to the initial flux imbalance that was seen in the mid-plane in
Fig. 24d, which leads to a stronger Lorentz force on one side
of the domain. Despite the fragmented source structure on the
z boundaries, the applied large scale rotation acts to move the
sources as one and therefore the gradients in the magnetic field
that are formed are largely comparable to the two source case.
The twisted magnetic field is shown in 3D for the two source
case and the largest spread fragmented source case (d) in Fig. 27
at t = 50 (after a rotation of θ = 3.8 rad ≈ 1.2pi). The field lines
are traced from the same locations around the central current
layer in the mid-plane in both cases (the colours represent values
of E||, where red is high and blue is low E||). The general shape
of the twisted field lines are very similar between the cases for
the majority of the domain. It is only very close to the upper and
(a)
(d)
Fig. 23: A selection of field lines traced after relaxation from
z = 0.0 for cases (a) 2 sources, (d) fragmented sources with the
largest spread.
lower boundaries that the field lines in Fig. 27d diverge to the
separate fragments.
After t = 52, the maximum current (see Fig. 25) begins to de-
crease slightly as the magnetic field is able to diffuse. The evo-
lution then becomes more erratic and there is some variability
seen between the cases. This is due to the break up of the single
current layer into smaller distributed current concentrations, as
previously discussed for the two source case with background
field.
The comparable field evolution and current formation in the
domain imply that a similar amount of heating due to Ohmic
dissipation will also occur. This is supported by Fig. 28, which
shows the integrated Ohmic dissipation as a percentage of the
integrated Poynting flux into the domain and indicates that the
efficiency of heating is very similar for all the cases with a max-
imum variation of 1.5% by the end of the simulation.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have considered a series of experiments with
different flux distributions (producing different flux-tube config-
urations) undergoing the same driving on the boundaries. Main-
taining the same total flux and the same velocity allows us to
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 24: Contour plots of |B| after relaxation in the mid-plane for
cases (a) to (d) (see text).
Fig. 25: Maximum magnitude of the current density between
0.4 < x, y, z < 0.6 for cases (a) to (d) in pink, green, blue and
black, respectively.
isolate the impact of the flux distribution on the current forma-
tion and heating.
The initial comparison was between a case with two flux-
tubes and two cases with four flux-tubes, with different radii and
strength but the same total magnetic flux. However, we note that
the four source cases behaved (almost) identically and when we
refer to the ‘four source case’ we shall therefore be referring
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 26: Contour plots of the magnitude of the current density in
the mid-plane at t = 50 for cases (a) to (d) (see text).
to both. The comparison shows that redistributing the flux from
‘two sources’ to ‘four sources’ (for our chosen source distribu-
tion and velocity driver) reduces the build up of current in the
domain. The maximum current reached for the four source case
is half the value produced for the two source case and, due to the
increased number of regions of different connectivity to begin
with, there are more locations (QSLs) where the current is seen
to build up.
The larger area of current but with reduced peak values re-
sults in a delay in the increase in the current and subsequently
delays the onset of reconnection in the four source case. The re-
connection that occurs is also shown to be less energetic with
reduced outflows. However, the increased number of sources in
the four flux-tube case, does increase the possible connectivities
and allows further current concentrations to build up later in the
simulations, due to the further interaction of outflows of the re-
connected field.
The Ohmic heating accounts for 6% of the Poynting flux en-
tering the domain, compared to 10% for the two source case.
These heating values are relatively low, as in this comparison a
large proportion (83% and 89% for two and four source cases)
of the energy input into the domain remains stored in the highly
twisted magnetic field. These values are of course highly depen-
dent on resistivity.
The impact of including a background field between the flux
sources is also investigated for a two and a four flux-tube case,
with a higher value of resistivity used. The introduction of a
background field increases the field strength in the domain and
the current increases to higher values, although the locations of
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current formation are similar to the non-background field case.
Despite the higher current values, the background field between
the flux-tubes delays the flux associated with the sources from
reconnecting, but when it does reconnect the change in connec-
tivity is shown to occur faster for larger background field values,
for both the two and four source cases. However, there is also
some evidence that the impact of the background field is more
apparent for the cases with four flux-tubes, which had a slower
change in the connectivity in the non-background field cases.
The two and four source cases therefore appear more compa-
rable when there are larger values of background field between
them.
The increased resistivity value in these comparisons resulted
in larger proportions of the energy entering the domain being
converted to Ohmic heating, between 20% and 40% for cases
with different background field values, and at earlier times and
therefore after smaller rotation angles.
In our experiments the results are discussed in terms of nor-
malised values as we are chiefly concerned with the comparison
between the cases. However, using the suggested normalisation
values outlined in Sect. 2.1, the total dissipated energy values in
a coronal context for the background field comparison are be-
(a)
(d)
Fig. 27: Field lines traced from the centre of the mid-plane at
t = 50 and coloured by the value of E|| for cases (a) and (d).
Fig. 28: The integrated time and volume Ohmic heating as a per-
centage of the integrated Poynting flux at each time, for cases for
cases (a) to (d).
tween (3 − 9) ×29 ergs, for cases with 0 − 5% background field,
where the cases with a background field have more energy enter-
ing the domain. These are very large dissipation energies, but the
values clearly depend on the normalisation and initial conditions
chosen: for example the size of the flux-tubes considered (with
sources of radius 4.8 Mm) are very large compared to the small
scale of the coronal loops strands observed, and which are as-
sumed to be associated with the predicted small-scale nanoflare
heating events. The heating values produced may therefore be
scaled down when considering smaller magnetic features. Simi-
larly, we note that the values of heating produced will be highly
dependent on the parameter values chosen: for example for re-
sistivity and shock viscosity.
A final comparison, with a series of smaller fragmented
sources, which were positioned around the same location as one
of the sources in the two flux-tube case, is considered. How-
ever, the positioning and relative scale of the fragments meant
the large scale driver acts on the fragments to move them as one.
Subsequently, there was little interaction (or current formed) be-
tween the flux fragments and the general field evolution was
qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the two source case.
This implies that the evolution of the magnetic field and there-
fore current formation cannot be interpreted in terms of the com-
plexity of the magnetic flux distribution alone, but must be con-
sidered relative to the scale and location of the velocity driver.
In future investigations drivers of different scales could be
considered, as well as alternative forms of velocity drivers such
as shears and more complex random motions. These would al-
low the flux fragments to move independently and may there-
fore alter the evolution and subsequent heating in the fragmented
source comparisons.
The experiments described here are very idealised and there
are many avenues for possible future work to consider. In addi-
tion to the possibility of considering different velocity drivers,
we could also consider different applications of resistivity. In
these experiments a localised resistivity (centred on the mid-
plane and reducing towards the footpoints) is used in order to
prevent the isolated flux structures on the boundaries from dif-
fusing. However, in reality reconnection and heating is expected
to occur at lower heights towards the footpoints of the loops as
well.
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Similarly, the resistivity values of 10−4 and 10−3 may be
viewed as high. In the corona the resistivity is generally expected
to be extremely low, of the order of 10−6 Ω m, producing a high
magnetic Reynold’s number (Rm) and therefore the magnetic
field will largely evolve without diffusion. In ‘current sheets’
where the magnetic field changes over small length scales (Rm
reduces) and the magnetic energy is able to dissipate. However,
in numerical simulations there is always an associated numer-
ical diffusion term that acts to diffuse the magnetic energy in
locations of high current formation. Therefore when examining
the evolution of energy it is important to chose a large enough
resistivity in order accurately follow the conversion of energy
from being stored in the magnetic field into kinetic and inter-
nal energy (Bowness et al. 2013), without significant numerical
diffusion. As any large loss in energy conservation would pre-
vent an accurate comparison between the different cases, as each
would be dependent on the unknown and variable numerical dif-
fusivity. As the resistivity is present for the entire simulation, we
suspect that if smaller values of resistivity were able to be used
(at higher resolutions) a smaller percentage of the energy input
into the domain would we dissipated due to the gradual Ohmic
dissipation that occurs for the majority of the simulations.
However, if an anomalous resistivity was used and there-
fore the resistivity was not present from the start of the simu-
lations but applied at specific locations when high current values
are formed, then initially less heating would occur and a larger
amount of Poynting flux would enter the domain. This would
also result in larger currents values being produced and suggests
that when reconnection does occur it would be more energetic
and efficient. This implies that, with an anomalous resistivity a
large difference in the current values, as is the case in the two
and four source comparison, may create a greater variation in
the heating produced than our results imply.
In all the experiments, the Ohmic heating is shown to domi-
nate the viscous heating. This is due to the absence of any con-
stant physical viscosity (ν) and the viscous heating is due solely
to the shock viscosity in Lare3D. In reality in the corona ν  η
and viscosity is expected to play an important role in heating the
plasma. Indeed, many numerical investigations (e.g. Armstrong
& Craig 2014) have shown that viscous dissipation should dom-
inate resistive dissipation and account for a large fraction of en-
ergy release in flares.
We also note that the velocity driver applies significant rota-
tion to the flux tubes of up to θ = 5.7 rad (in the first comparison)
on one boundary and therefore a total twist of 2θ = 11.4 rad
≈ 3.6pi. These may be considered large amounts of continual
twist, greater than observed velocity motions on the solar surface
(e.g. by Bonet et al. 2008). However, in reality the flux-tubes be-
ing advected in the solar atmosphere will not be in near potential
state initially and less rotation would be needed to create current
concentrations.
The simplified atmosphere modelled in our experiments has
an initial uniform density and pressure, which results in plasma
beta values higher than predicted in the solar corona, particularly
in the mid-plane where the field strength is weakest. Future ex-
periments using a stratified atmosphere may also be considered,
where a resultant reduction in the plasma beta may also impact
the plasma evolution, reconnection and subsequent heating (Birn
et al. 2009; Galsgaard 2002). Similarly, in our models thermal
conduction and radiation are neglected and therefore very high
(> 108 K) temperatures were produced, as the heating was not
able to be distributed. However, Botha et al. (2011) showed that
high localized temperatures were reduced by a factor of 10 when
thermal conduction is included.
Our simulations examine the impact of the distribution of
flux in these ‘elementary’ flux tube interactions and the associ-
ated heating. However, despite their simplicity these simulations,
they can, in turn, help our understanding of the general behaviour
of larger and more complex models, where the resolution does
not allow for the small scale energy events to be analysed in
detail. Our results also lead to many further questions and pos-
sibilities to explore, from reducing the symmetry and regularity
of the flux-tube distribution, to varying the form and scale of the
velocity driver. In the future, models could gradually increase
the complexity of these elementary heating events in these ways,
in order to fully understand the impact of each contribution.
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